Can you find the future leaders of tomorrow?

Be part of the DP World Global Education Programme
If you are interested in volunteering, contact your Sustainability Champion.
About the Global Education Programme

DP World has developed an innovative global education programme for our employees to deliver in local schools to 8-14 year olds as part of their volunteering leave. Working with a specialist agency and consulting with teachers, the content covers a wide range of topics to engage young people in trade and logistics, a little-known and often overlooked part of the global economy.

85% of employee volunteers agreed that their self-confidence and job satisfaction were improved by the experience.*

"My highlight was helping the children understand what our work is and how important ports are for our society." *

DP World employee

"The highlight of the lesson for me was that the children became aware of port activities and some might even think of pursuing it as a career." *

Teacher

* Taken from the pilot study

If you are interested in volunteering to help find the future leaders of our industry, contact your Sustainability Champion.